Scan Methodology Based Video Encryption and Decryption Scheme using Scrambling and Multilayer Technique
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Abstract: Security of data is very important issue for today’s multimedia communication. The growth in communication and computer technologies, a lot of digital data communication through internet and teleconferencing applications is carried out. Such applications require highly secured. To provide security encryption is one of way. This paper provides a new approach for enhanced video encryption using SCAN methodology and multilayered approach. Also scrambling technique is done for the frames to make more complicated encryption for better security. The implementation and testing of the proposed method using different sample video inputs and our experimental results and security analysis are given and advantages of the new proposed algorithm is also found. The method is fast and security is also enough to be comparable to other methods. This method can be used in very broad range of industrial applications.
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1. Introduction

Securing the multimedia data has become very important issue in today’s digital data transmission. Now a day’s internet and other transmission media involve lot of video files to be transferred between end users. In such cases several confidential data is also transferred like military or medical applications. So encryption is done to ensure security. Video encryptions have applications in the field of multimedia systems, medical imaging, and military communication. There are several image and video encryption methods. The popular encryption schemes are DES, AES, RSA, 3DES, RC5. The video files have larger length and the time to encrypt video file may be considerably large. The main advantage of the encryption method presented here as compared to other methods is that this scheme is fast and the security is also high.

The experimental results are also given to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. The results show that the scheme is considerably fast and it can be applied for the different applications in securing video data.

2. The Proposed Methodology of Video Encryption and Decryption

The video encryption through this proposed scheme includes following steps:

Step 1: Reading input video
The very first step to encrypt any video is to read it from the specific location. The location may be any directory which will contain the video to be encrypted. In this dissertation work our MATLAB program will read video files from any directory or any folder which is in the hardware or computer.

Step 2: Frame Extraction
As any video is a combination of several image frames so to process any video involves dealing with the image frames of that video. MATLAB command can find the number of frames of any video. So this image frames can be extracted using the MATLAB inbuilt ability to find and store the frames. This work will first extract the frames and then stores those frames into a specified folder in the same directory from which the original video file was read. The video having different formats will have different number of frames.

Step 3: Frame Scrambling
Scrambling refers to change the position of image frames.

Step 4: Encryption stage 1
In this step the frames obtained through shuffling will be encrypted using SCAN algorithm. This step involves continuous encrypting all the frames of video one by one and converting them into cipher image frames.

Step 5: Encryption stage 2
Step 5 is same as step 4. In this Step the output obtained in previous step will be taken as input and then these frames will be encrypted through same SCAN algorithm.

Step 6: Encryption stage 3
This is the third level encryption performed by the methodology used to increase the security of data to be encrypted. In this step the output of previous step will be taken as input image frames and then these frames will be encrypted using SCAN algorithm adopted in previous two steps.

Step 7: Video Formation through frames
The cipher image frames are converted into a video format in this step. This is the last task performed by the scheme.
The encrypted video can be recovered into original video through the decryption scheme which involves reverse process of above steps.

3. The Scan Methodology Encryption

SCAN methodology is basically an image preprocessing tool, committed to generate 2D scanning patterns. The path for scanning the image is a random code form and by providing the pixels order along the scanning path. It can be noted that scanning path of an image is simply a sort in which each pixel of the image is accessed just once. Such the encryption also involves the requirement to set undiscovered scanning paths. As a result, this encryption needs a methodology to specify and generate a bigger number of wide varieties of scanning paths effectively [7].

Following figures explain concept of pixel scanning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1,1)</th>
<th>(1,2)</th>
<th>(1,3)</th>
<th>(1,4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2,1)</td>
<td>(2,2)</td>
<td>(2,3)</td>
<td>(2,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3,1)</td>
<td>(3,2)</td>
<td>(3,3)</td>
<td>(3,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4,1)</td>
<td>(4,2)</td>
<td>(4,3)</td>
<td>(4,4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: A basic 4X4 array
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Figure 2: An example of raster scanning

4. Experimental Results

The scan methodology based video encryption scheme is tested through MATLAB 2014 software and the histograms of original video frame, encrypted video frame and decrypted video frame are plotted. The correlation plot is also obtained which is shown in the figure below:

Figure 3: Histogram of input frame, encrypted image frame and decrypted image frame.

Figure 4: Correlation plot obtained through experiment

5. Conclusion

This multilayer and frame scrambling based video encryption technique is found to be enough secure for digital data transmission. The correlation is also good. The encryption time and decryption time is also moderate. So in overall performance matter this scheme can be used to encrypt video.
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